Agenda for July 13, 2018

(In order to promote community and transparency, we will be inviting the SIP-WG coleads to most UFS-SC meetings.)

Friday's agenda item will focus on a design review of the portal that the Communications WG has been putting together. What needs to be done for a revealing at the SIP meeting?

In addition Tim Schneider wants to develop a UFS Logo, and proposes a "contest." I think he will have the first entry to motivate discussion.

---

Working towards the UFS-SC at the SIP meeting.

1) Summary of the material we have on r2o and try to motivate the discussion of where to go with the r2o description.

2) Interested in the intersection between Brian Gross reaching out to the Repository working group and what that status might be in early August.

3) List discussion areas and query on UFS-SC at the SIP meeting.

3.1) CAM
3.2) Data Assimilation
3.3) From meeting minutes

---

Next Friday's agenda will feature Daryl Kleist and data assimilation.